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M 16. Decentralisation : official documents and means 
Source CGLU Afnque. Cities Mance. 20!5 [see box and note page 69) 
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Fig. 8. Finance and local budgets 
Source OCDE 2015 
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M 17. lnstitutional environment of local governments 
Source CGLU Afrique Cihes Alliance. 205 /see box and note pags 69) 
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DECENTRALISATION IN AFRICA: 

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR RURAL AREAS? 

ln Africa, as in the rest of the world, decentrali
sation is a key e/ement of the institutional and 
politica/ reforms undertaken since the 1990s. 
The decentralisation process is on/y just be
ginning to materialise in terms of the fïnancial 
and budgetary autonomy of the local authori
ties. However, decentra/isation remains pro
mising for rural areas with authorities that 
have considerable governance potential for 
rebalancing investment, ensuring regional 
equity and managing tension and crises linked 
to resources. 

• Decentralisation: 
a relatively recent process 

With the establishment of local political and 
administrative authorities. each with their own 
powers and led by local officiais. decentrali
sation is associated with the idea of better 
governance. By stimulating local development 
and bringing together policy makers and ci
t izens. it holds the promise of new legitimacy 
for public action, which has been undermined 
by the structural adjustment policies of the 
1980s and 1990s. Moreover. it is supposed to 
have a positive effect on stability. development 
and democracy. For rural areas in particular. 
decentralisation may foster better articulation 
between urban and rural territories. by building 
on mobility and trade between rural villages 
and intermediate towns. helping to boost 
the local economy through greater proximity 
between private init iatives. social dynamics 
and local decision-makers. 

Many different factors are important in explai
ning the diversity of decentralisation dyna
mics depending on the country: the colonial 
legacy, institutional federal ism. or the political 

party system. The reality of decentralisation 
also depends on the quality of the devolution 
of the state and its administrat ion or of the 
general functioning of the state in the case of 
a federal system: in both cases, the articula
tion between the local and central authorities 
is a decisive factor in planning the future of 
these rural territories. The combined analysis 
of several criteria makes it possible to examine 
the legal reality of decentralisation. but also its 
financial reality. 

Local taxat ion is a good indicator of decen
tralisation and of the role actually played by 
the local authorities in the development of 
their territory. The share of local revenue and 
expenditure in global public expenditure clearly 
illustrates the fact that. with the exception of a 
few countries (Tanzania, South Africa. Uganda. 
Rwanda). decentralisation remains tentative 
and relatively ineffective. The local authori
ties rarely have the budgetary autonomy that 
would enable them to set up their own taxation 
system and they are generally very restricted in 
their expenditure. remaining largely under the 
supervision of central states. Consequently. 
the impression of greater decentralisation in 
some East African countries suggested by 
the maps should be balanced against the fact 
that the local authorities have limited powers in 
comparison with some French-speaking West 
African countries. 

With decentralisation. the government of a 
country generally operates on three levels: 
central. regional and local. ln rural areas. the re
gions (or provinces) sometimes have powers in 
terms of agricultural or rural policies. The local 
authorities are playing an increasingly important 
role in the field of natural resource management. 

even if. for problematic issues such as property 
rights. the status of land and access to land, 
the central authorities continue to play a deci
sive role in large-scale land allocations. 

• Decentralisation: an 
opportunity to be consolidated 

Decentralisation is often perceived and pre
sented as being able to play an important 
role in improving the living conditions of rural 
populations. through better access to basic 
services (health. education). but also through 
productive investment and rural infrastructure 
capable of boosting the local economy (roads. 
warehouses. local markets). lt implies greater 
involvement of local people in their own deve
lopment. which o~en varies according to the 
nature of the political regime. 

Paradoxically. by giving po11vers to the local 
authorities for natural resource management 
and in particular for land tenure. decentrali 
sation may contribute to "locally centralising" 
powers that were previously exercised by the 
villages or customary authorities. lt is not unu
sual to find that decentralisation has increased 
the influence of several powerful local stake
holders. often officiais. without opening up 
opportunities for people to participate in local 
affairs. 

Today. almost all countries have a legal and 
constitutional framework for decentralisation 
and the challenge is to strengthen the exis
ting local authorit ies to enable them to sti
mulate innovative governance that facilitates 
territorial development. Another challenge is 
to improve synergies between economic and 
social dynamics. the local authorities and the 
different state components (ministries and 
administrations) acting in the territory. But the 
increasing mobility of products. information 
and people makes governance structures 
more complex. 

Decentralisation dynamics are also part of 
change processes concerning the role of the 
state and the increasing role played by regio
nal economic organisations. The progress 
of decentralisation. supported by local social 
dynamics. territorial cohesion and socio-eco
nom ic development. may provide a response 
to growing tension surrounding the use of 
resources. and may even make it possible to 
anticipate or prevent potential conflicts linked 
to the demographic and political restructuring 
underway in Africa. 

The institutional environment of towns and local au
thorities is evaluated based on criteria concerning five 
fields - local governance. local capacities. financial 
autonomy, local efficiency and national institutional 
env,ronment. The first map provides a representation 
of the formai progress of decentralisation by combi
ning this progress in legal and constitutional terms (3 
criteria} with the "reality" of decentralisation in terms 
of financial autonomy /2 criteria). The second map 
illustrates the favourable or unfavourable nature of 
the institutional environment of the local authorities 
b,i.~P.ri on thP. total mark8 obtainP.ri for P.ac.h of thP. 1 O 
criteria (CGLU. Cities Alliance. 2015). 
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